
Supercharge 
your fan 
engagement
Social Asking is an intelligent, easy to use tool which 
invites your fans to engage directly with your sports 
club to create communities through memorable 
experiences, bringing your club closer to the fans and 
people together.

socialasking.com

The sports 
engagement 
tool you need
Fan engagement through Social Asking will 
create another revenue stream for your club 
with brand sponsorships. Sponsors will get the 
opportunity to sponsor the fans' voice, whilst 
benefiting from brand awareness. Let us show 
you how easy Social Asking can be and increase 
community participation within your club.



Fan conversation analysis

You and your fans can analyze the 
conversation in real time in one, easy-to-
use dashboard. Filter by topic, sentiment 
or keyword and use these insights as part 
of your club's ongoing fan engagement 
strategy.

All the ease of 
commenting. 
None of the chaos.
Our interactive tool allows fans to fully engage with each 
other, creating a sense of community that static surveys lack. 
With our smart filters, fans can browse the results of the 
survey, interact with other fans, and feel like their voice is 
heard.
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0% rating

The servers are absolutely trash they are not what I

expect from a company as big as EA we pay our money to

play the game yet you cant be bothered to fix the servers

even when you are being told by millions there is a

problem!!!!! Not happy plz fix. Emma the tiler 

by Emma Bracegirdle 
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58% rating

...and know where are you aiming.Even though patched,

rebound goals are still a thing and the goalkeepers no

matter how high-rated they are, still tend to make some

quite unrealistic errors that could not happen in real

football and o�en seems like goalkeepers don't know

what they are doing on the pitch. Kick o� goals are just a

thing that is I think never gonna be fixed in fifa.... 

by Vuk David Strampu 
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100% rating

...could've linked to player career mode in a way that you

work your way up from street football to the top leagues,

similar to fifa 11. Nevertheless it was a welcome addition

and adds a new aspect to the game. In terms of career

mode I was delighted that hey finally introduced post

match interviews and press conference adding a touch of

realism to the game. The dynamic potentials... 

by Roshan Mahmood 
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Insights Report

September 26, 2019 - July 01, 2022

FIFA 20

The wait for FIFA 20 is finally over and we want to know your first thoughts and opinions!

SNAPSHOT

OVERALL RATING SCORE

Tip: The overall rating score is the average of all users' ratings from 0% (Dislike!) to 100% (Like!). It's a good indication of the overall sentiment surrounding this topic. 
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How do I use this report?

This report allows you to dive into the general sentiment via

natural language processing of user's responses. This report

helps showcase patterns and trends within the dataset. 

Spot key takeaways
Publish findings

Share with colleagues

Visitors

946 partic. users

4.9K interactions
• 

• 

84% Ratings

589 ratings

549 unique raters
• 

• 

10 Polls

3.2K votes

378 unique voters
• 

• 

1.1K Reviews

741 unique

commenters

7 featured comments

• 

• 

194 Unique Topics

6K topics mentioned
• 

84%
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Instant snapshot reports

Our reports provide all the data in one place 
and can be tailored to your branding, so that 
it's ready to share instantly. With these 
insights, you and your team can make quicker 
decisions for your fan engagement strategy. 

Expert implementation and hosted 
deployments

Our powerful new tool is effortless and 
enjoyable to use. We'll help you create a 
launch plan and work as an extension to your 
team through the campaign.

Create powerful

conversations that 

your fans will want

 to be a part of.



How does it work?

Engage your fanbase

Ask an imaginative question to 
your fans and draw targeted 
conversation about things you 
want to know about.  

Collect insights

Invite fans to participate by 
sharing a URL or embedding  
your SaySo, and begin collecting 
comments and votes. 

Analyze

Download an insights report that 
shows a high level summary of the 
discussion, instead of going through 
thousands of comments.

Explore

Use filters to drill down to 
comments of interest and discover 
insights as you explore. 

Go deeper

Re-engage fans with more 
specific prompts and collect 
another round of data. 

Action 

Put your insights to work by making 
informed, revenue- building decisions that 
you can back up with quantitative data 
from your fans. 

socialasking com

Case Study: BWFC
Social Asking ran a successful pilot 
engagement with Bolton Wanderer's football 
club by polling their fans about the following 
season's kit choice. This was the first time 
any football club has done this, and the 
overall reaction was overwhelmingly 
positive.

- 70 comments in the first 3 minutes
- 300 comments in the first hour
- 1000 comments in 4 hours
- 2300 comments in 4 days

We also had over 20,000 poll votes.



Put your insights to work

Let’s get 
started!
Book a demo and see  just how 
easy, insightful, and revenue 
boosting fan feedback can be.  
Go to: 
socialasking.com/letschat

Fans will spend more time engaging 
with your site than legacy forums 
thanks to the friendly look-and-feel of 
Social Asking.

Be “in the know” and make smarter 
decisions backed by data.

Increase revenues by understanding 
fan spend and interests.

Achieve higher conversion rates than 
traditional surveys.

Understand key trends without the 
hassle of social listening.

Improve fan experiences-- online and 
in-person-- via valuable feedback.

Commercial benefits to your club/organization

• Where relevant the ability to monetize a direct relationship
with the fan base.

• Owning your own audience and building club/organization
value vs. Facebook, Google and Survey Monkey.

• A captive audience without the need to spend money on
influencers or external agencies.

• A direct panel for market research and testing ideas.




